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Single bit/BHA drilling in Eagle Ford
wells reduces time, costs
The bit was designed to drill the tangent, curve and lateral sections in one run.
Drilling three sections in one run
Tim Anderson and Steve Drews, Varel International

A

fxed-cutter bit designed to drill tangent, curve
and lateral sections in a single run is improving
the economics of Eagle Ford wells by cutting trips and
bottomhole assembly (BHA) costs. Wells in Atascosa
and McMullen counties, Texas, typically require multiple bits plus changes in motor and MWD components
to drill all three sections. The costs can be signifcant.
In addition to BHA expenses, a single round trip takes
about 18 hours.
A bit was needed that could drill all three sections
in a single run using one BHA. A Varel Voyager bit
designed for directional drilling was optimized for
the task by precisely balancing speed and durability
demands in each of the three sections.
In addition to signifcant time and cost savings, the
bit is achieving true “factory drilling” consistency in
both drilling time and wellbore quality.

While the low compressive-strength sands and shales
in the Eagle Ford make minimal demands on bit durability, changes in formation and hole geometry create
unique requirements. Drilling the tangent, curve
and lateral sections typically requires trips for at least
two bits and BHA, which adds considerable time and
expense to each hole.
In offsets, an average 1,359-m (4,457.7-ft) tangent section was drilled in 29.8 hours at 45.6 m/hr (149.58 ft/
hr) ROP; the average curve/lateral section of 2,067 m
(6,780.6 ft) was drilled in 104.9 hours at 19.7 m/hr (64.63
ft/hr). The three combined sections (3,426 m [11,238.3
ft]) were drilled in an average 134.7 hours at 25.4 m/
hr (83.4 ft/hr), but the addition of an 18-hr round trip
resulted in an overall offset average of 152.7 hours and an
overall ROP of only 22.4 m/hr (73.6 ft/hr).
Eliminating the trip plus BHA costs had a signifcant
impact on performance. The frst 10 runs of the Voyager bit used a single bit and BHA to drill all three sections for an average 3,697
m (12,125.4 ft) drilled in
120.8 hours at 30.6 m/hr
(100.38 ft/hr).

Balancing demands

Designing a Voyager bit to drill tangent, curve and lateral sections in a single run cut trip time in
Eagle Ford wells. (Source: Varel International)
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Eliminating a trip or two
and the associated BHA
costs required development of a bit that could
effectively drill all three
sections in a single run.
The inherent challenge
was balancing each section’s different formation
characteristics and wellbore geometry demands
to produce a bit that
would optimize overall
performance.
Varel used proprietary
modeling and design software to determine the best
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sive feld operating and performance data to determine
combination of bit features and characteristics for the
how changes in bit features and dimensions will affect a
one bit/one BHA application.
range of characteristics—including steerability, bit walk,
The design started with a 7 7/8 -in. Voyager V513GH
DLS capability and vibration control—for a particular
fxed-cutter bit developed for directional drilling appliwell trajectory and BHA.
cations. The model is designed to support modifcations
Proprietary SPOT design software was used to lay out
that optimize performance for the specifc application.
the cutting structure so that torque values were optimized
Its basic design includes additional nozzles and conbased on the various formation and drilling characteristoured blades to support increased hydraulics and minitics. The software improves design fexibility by modeling
mize erosion.
the cutting structure to improve steering control by fndThe bit also features thermally stable polycrystalline
ing the optimal balance between speed and stability.
diamond elements throughout the gauge to enhance
Geoscience rock analytics used in this process model
durability. Three different gauge confgurations provide
bit behavior in various rock types.
options for modifying directional
This was fundamental to predicting
behavior, which makes the bits
bit wear when drilling the multiple
broadly compatible with various
formations encountered in the sindirectional drive systems.
gle-run application.
For the single-run Eagle Ford
wells, the objective was to balance
the speed and durability required
Field operations
in the tangent and lateral sections
The frst two modifed 7 7/8 -in.
with the demand for speed and
V513H bits successfully drilled
steerability in the curve section.
the tangent, 90-degree curve
In this application, the curve is
and lateral sections. The frst
the most demanding section and
bit drilled 3,680 m (12,072 ft) at
requires the most specifc bit
30.5 m/hr (100 ft/hr), while the
design. Durability in the tangent/
second bit drilled an outstanding
lateral section had to be optimized
4,121 m (13,517 ft) at 31.2 m/hr
within the requirements of drilling
(102.4 ft/hr).
the curve section.
A second design iteration done
Modifcations to the Voyager V513GH bit
Design changes ranged from
to toughen the bit added more
included changes to the cone design (three
modifcations of the basic cutting
cutters and diamond elements in
blades to center) to further enhance durability.
structure to fne-tuning that altered (Source: Varel International)
the gauge. This version successfully
back rake, side rake and torque
completed its tangent, curve and
limitations. Changes included varying cutter exposure
lateral to total depth (TD), drilling 3,955.8 m (12,975
to limit torque fuctuations and improve toolface consisft) at 36 m/hr (118 ft/hr), which still stands as the best
tency. Gauge requirements, which vary dramatically in
run. Wear conditions were very good with a dull grade of
each of the hole sections, also were modifed, along with
1-0-WT-N-X-In-NO-TD.
the cutting structure.

Drilling performance enhancement
Modeling software solution
Proprietary bit modeling software was used to determine
the optimal gauge selection based on directional objectives. Voyager gauge options provide alternatives for conventional, rotary steerable, positive displacement motor
and point-the-bit rotary steerable system (RSS) assemblies
as well as push-the-bit RSS and push-the-bit, high dogleg
severity (DLS)/3-D sidetracking RSS.
The modeling software allowed designers and feld
engineers to specifcally address the multiple formations
encountered in the single-run application. The program
employs advanced algorithms, rock analytics and extenEPmag.com | February 2016

Ten Voyager bit runs have been made to date. The bits
have drilled an average 3,696 m (12,125.4 ft) at an average ROP of 30.6 m/hr (100.38 ft/hr), spud to TD. The
performance of the design enabled a process change that
eliminated multiple trips for bit and BHA changes in tangent, curve and lateral sections.
By balancing durability and steering requirements, the
Varel bit enabled drilling the entire well with a single bit
and BHA, eliminating a trip and associated BHA costs.
In addition, consistency in drilling time and hole quality was improved, benefting the overall effciency of the
pad drilling operations.
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